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Abstract 
Three self-paced reading experiments were conducted to explore the 
syntactic and semantic interplay in Chinese pronoun assignment. Results 
show that pronoun assignment in Chinese is solely based on structural factors 
like order of mentioning. There is no evidence that pronoun resolution can be 
altered by the presence of other semantic biases (such as thematic role, 
additional semantic disambiguating information preceding the pronoun, and 
the discourse topic). These findings support syntax-first models which posit 
that initial parsing decisions are made on purely syntactic considerations, 
whereas semantic influences are confined to later operations. Furthermore, 
the present study also provides support for the notion that there are universal 
cognitive mechanisms for parsing sentences. 
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Introduction 
Today, many researchers are studying reading. Though different 
researchers might be interested in reading for different purposes, probably no 
one would deny that the study of reading is itself an extremely important step to 
understanding human cognition. As pointed out by Huey (1908), to understand 
what the mind does during reading would be "the acme of psychologist's 
achievements, since it would be to describe very many of the most intricate 
workings of the human mind, as well as to unravel the tangled story of the most 
remarkable specific performance that civilization has learned". 
Over the last 20 years, a great deal of research has focused on the 
interplay among different types of information in language comprehension. The 
focus of discussion today is no longer whether different types of information are 
available or being used during language comprehension. The majority of 
psycholinguists now believe that peopie do make use of all types of information 
(e.g., word order, word class, function word, affixes, punctuation, context of the 
sentence , world knowledge etc.) that are available to construct the meaning of a 
sentence. However, different researchers may have different opinions on how 
and at what stage of analysis these different types of information are used. One 
of the most hotly debated issue has been whether language comprehension 
occurs in stages or in parallel. Stage models of human information-processing 
system (e.g., Goodman, 1970; Gough, 1972; Rayner, 1988) assume that during 
comprehension, reading materials are processed along a series of distinct 
stages. Each stage has distinct functions and characteristics and is sensitive 
only to certain types of information. In contrast, parallel distributed processing 
(PDP) models (McClelland, 1986; Rumelhart, 1977) assert that there are no 
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distinct stages of comprehension. Both top<lown and bottom-up processes 
occur simultaneously with all types of information acting on the system in 
parallel. There is no particular preference for any specific information or stages. 
After reviewing the literature on how readers deal with lexical and syntactic 
ambiguity, Rayner (1988) claimed that for low>order processes like lexical 
access, processing is probably parallel. More than one meaning of an 
ambiguous word appears to be accessed and the correct meaning is then 
chosen from among them. However, for higher-order processes like parsing, the 
processing system does not have the same luxury in the case of syntactic 
ambiguity. It appears that only one syntactic structure is constructed at a time; if 
that isn't appropriate, the system needs to recompute a new syntactic structure. 
The computation of initial syntactic structure is, therefore, more or less a data-
driven process that is not affected by general world knowledge, contextual 
information, or higher order processing strategies. According to Rayner, 
meanings of words are ever-present items in memory and can be "looked up” at 
little or no cost, whereas syntactic structures need to be constructed. 
Construction of syntactic structures demands scarce processing resources and 
is not likely to proliferate. Allowing only one parse at a time may save the system 
from resource drain as long as the parsing strategy is efficient. 
Despite there is relatively little controversy of whether lexical access 
occurs in parallel or not, the process of parsing has been investigated and 
debated widely in recent years (for example, Altmann, 1988; Clifton & Ferrerira, 
1989; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; Ferreira & Henderson, 1990; McElree & Griffith, 
1995; Mitchell, 1987,1989; Mitchell, Corley, & Garnham, 1992; Rayner. Carlson. 
& Frazier, 1983; Taraban & McCelland, 1988; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 
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1993; Truesweli, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994). Since parsing is so important in 
text comprehension as we have to figure out the structural relations among 
words before we can derive the meaning of a text, the present study is dedicated 
to investigating the interplay between syntactic and semantic information in 
parsing Chinese texts. In the following sections, a brief review on some major 
theories and related findings in parsing English will first be presented. I will then 
discuss how the study of parsing in Ghinese may help us obtain insight 
concerning conflicting findings from English studies. 
Parsing Models 
In general terms there are two kinds of computation a parser has to 
perform during parsing. First, the parser has to categorize word strings in terms 
of preexisting structural categories or combinations of categories. Second, it has 
to establish appropriate dependency relationships among these units (Mitchell, 
Cuetos, & Zagar, 1990). Although no one will disagree on this general parsing 
procedure, different researchers may have different opinions on how this 
procedure is driven by different information types. More specifically, some 
researchers suggest that initial parsing decisions are made on purely syntactic 
considerations, without reference to lexical, pragmatic or discourse information 
(e.g.’ Froster, 1979; Frazier, 1978, 1987, 1989; Mitchell, 1989; Mitchell et al., 
1992; Rayner et al., 1983). On the other hand, other researchers claim that there 
is no privileged status for syntactic information. Instead, initial parsing decisions 
are subject to the influence of all types of information without restriction (e.g., 
Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Boland, Tanenhaus, & Garney, 1990; McCelland, 
1987; Trueswell et al., 1993; Taraban & McCelland, 1988). 
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The most important exemplar of syntax-first models comes from the work 
of Frazier (Frazier, 1978; Frazier & Fodor, 1978) and is generally called the 
garden-path model (Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Rayner et al., 1983). This model 
assumes that parsing proceeds serially with only one structure under active 
consideration at a time. Whenever there is lexical input, a syntactic processor 
will posit a structure according to a restricted domain of syntactically relevant 
information. The proposed structure is then evaluated and revised by the 
thematic processor. Therefore, information other than syntactic information can 
influence the parsing process only after the initial parsing decision has been 
made. According to Frazier (1978), initial structure building is guided by a small 
set of maximally general attachment principles. For example, one such principle, 
minimal attachment, states that initial syntactic decisions will favor the simplest 
attachment of a phrase into the phrasal representation of the sentence. That is, 
the parser favors the structure with the minimum number of nodes. This minimal 
attachment strategy can be niustrated in the following examples: 
(1 a) The horse raced past the barn and fell. 
(1b) The horse raced past the barn fell. (From Bever, 1970) 
In sentences 1’ the italicized string ofwords can be interpreted as a main 
clauses (as in 1a) or a reduced relative (as in 1b). Minimal attachment states 
that when parser come across the phrase "raced past the barn", he/she will 
automatically interpret the phrase as a main clauses instead of a reduced 
relative because the main clauses interpretation is structurally simpler (contain 
fewer number of nodes) than the reduced relative interpretation. Until the parser 
comes across the word "fell” in 1b, he/she becomes aware that the initial parsing 
decision is false and a process of re-analysis is then triggered. 
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At the other extreme, interactive models assume that parsing proceed in 
parallel with no preference for syntactic information instead of being serial. One 
prominent interactive model is the constraint satisfaction model by McCelland 
(1987) and Taraban and McClelland (1990). This model is expressed within the 
framework of the interactive activation system. When a lexical unit is 
encountered, the processorwill receive inputs from various units (e.g., word-
level units, semantic units, and pragmatic or discourse-level units). Parsing 
decisions are made when units representing one structural description prevail 
over those representing a potential competitor Activation flows among unit 
clusters without restriction, with the result that inputs from different sources can 
be shared with optimal efficiency. As a result, the model asserts that there 
should be no distinction among the influences generated by different information 
types involved in early and later stages of sentence processing. The constraint 
satisfaction model therefore predicts that there should be early intervention of 
lexical or other semantic information as well as syntactic information in the 
parsing process. For example: 
(2a) After the child had sneezed the doctor prescribed course of injections. 
(2b) After the child had had visited the doctor prescribed a course of injections. 
(From Mitchell, 1987). 
According to the minimal attachment principle, the ambiguous phrase "the 
doctors” in sentences 2 will be interpreted as direct object of the first verb rather 
than as subject of the second. Therefore, if garden-path is correct, the 
interpretation will be garden-pathed in both 2a and 2b. On the contrary, since 
the verb "sneezed" in 2a cannot take a direct object, constraint satisfaction will 
predict early use of this verb subcategorization information. Therefore, the 
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interpretation should not be garden-pathed in the 2a version or, at least, the 
garden-path effect should be diminished. 
Apart from syntax-first and interactive models, there are proposals that fall 
short offull interaction but nevertheless maintain that discourse processes can 
play a very early role in guiding syntactic analysis. For example, the referential 
support model (Grain & Steedman, 1985; Altmann & Steedman, 1988) asserts 
that the initial parsing decision is most compatible with the discourse features of 
the preceding text. Like syntax-first models, the referential support model 
assumes that parsing proceeds in serial stages. In this model, lexical input is 
first subjected to syntactic analysis and possible syntactic structures are 
proposed. Proposed structures are then matched with the discourse features 
and the structure that is most compatible will be chosen. Therefore, the initial 
parsing decision is based on both syntactic constraints and discourse features. 
According to this model, sentences differ not only in the syntactic complexity of 
their structural descriptions but also in terms of their presuppositions. The 
relative clause interpretation of sentence 1b presupposes that in the discourse 
context there are several horses which could potentially act as antecedents for 
the noun phrase (the horse) and only one of these options is uniquely identified 
by the restriction imposed by the subject-relative clause. In contrast, the main 
clause interpretation in sentence 1 a presupposes that there is only one potential 
antecedent in the discourse context. Crain and Steedman (1985) claimed that 
discourse decision is made on the basis of principle of parsimony. It states that 
the reading that carries the fewest unsatisfied but consistent presuppositions or 
entailments will be adopted as the most plausible. Therefore, when individual 
sentences are presented in isolation like sentences 1, the main clause 
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interpretation is favored because the parser only needs to presuppose one 
instead of many antecedents. However, if a discourse context is provided and 
many potential antecedents are constructed before the ambiguous region, 
according to the referential support model, no or diminished garden-path effect 
should result for sentences like 1b. 
A lot of studies have been conducted to verify the different parsing models 
reviewed above. Most of these studies examined whether discourse, contextual 
or lexical information may interfere and affect the initial parsing decision. As 
described above, although different models make very clear predictions 
concerning the influence of semantic or lexical information on parsing 
ambiguous sentences, generally speaking, the results of different studies are 
quite conflicting. Some studies suggest that contextual and semantic information 
may affect initial parsing decisions while others yield the opposite result 
depending on test material and method of measurement. For example, Ferreira 
and Clifton (1986) demonstrated that animacy of a noun have no immediate 
effect on ambiguity resolution. However, by using a different set of materials and 
display format, Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1994) obtained opposite results. By 
manipulating the discourse context, Rayner, Garrod, and Perfetti (1992) and 
Mitchell et al. (1992) found no evidence for direct discourse influence, while 
Altmann (1989) found evidence supporting immediate discourse influence. 
Since the results were quite inconsistent across past studies, in the following 
section, I will discuss some possible causes for these discrepancies. 
Possible Causes for the Discrepancies Observed in Past Studies 
Researchers advocating interactive models and the referential support 
model have tried to resolve the discrepancies across different studies by 
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arguing that the manipulation of materials has been inadequate in studies which 
fail to demonstrate immediate discourse or lexical influence. They claim that 
failing to demonstrate immediate semantic influence only indicates that the 
semantic effect is not strong enough to override the syntactic effect(Altmann, 
Garnham, & Henstra, 1994; Trueswell et al, 1994). Ifthis explanation is valid, we 
would expect an interaction between the garden-path and different contextual 
effects. This is because failing to provide adequate materials may only lead to 
decreased effect size instead of a total lack of semantic influence. However, no 
such interaction has ever been reported in studies that failed to yield immediate 
semantic influence. 
Inconsistencies among different studies may partially be attributed to the 
different methods used. These methods vary greatly in their sensitivity and 
validity to trace on-line comprehension processes. It seems that evidence 
consistent with the garden-path model has generally been found with more 
sensitive methods (e.g., eye-tracking), while evidence supporting interactive or 
referential support models is usually associated with studies using less sensitive 
methods. For example, the grammaticality judgment task and cross-modal 
priming have been used to demonstrate contextual and lexical influence on 
parsing (Crain, 1980; Trueswell et al., 1993). Both are off-line methods which 
can only tell us whether certain information would be retrieved and finally used 
in parsing. However, these methods tell us nothing about how the initial parsing 
decision is achieved. In addition, cumulative self-paced moving windows have 
been used to demonstrate verb-subcategorization effect (Holmes, Stowe, & 
Cupples, 1989). This technique has been criticized by Ferreira and Henderson 
(1990) because instead of comprehending each word once it is appeared, the 
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participant often reveal a number of words or even the whole sentence before 
he/she start to comprehend the text. Therefore, using the display time of each 
word to represent the reading time of the subject is not quite meaningful. 
Moreover, this cumulative reading method usually confounds initial with 
reanalysis processes in the same measure, as the participant can re-read the 
sentence any time he/she wants. In sum, certain observed inconsistencies might 
actually have been caused by the different methods used. 
Although evidence supporting the garden-path model seems to have come 
from relatively reliable measurement methods, it is still far from clear whether the 
garden-path model is correct for a number of reasons. First, the methodological 
explanation alone cannot resolve all inconsistencies observed. For example, in 
recent years, certain experiments have demonstrated immediate lexical 
influence by using the eye-tracking paradigm (Trueswell et aI, 1993; 1994). 
Thus, the observed inconsistencies cannot be solely attributed to differences in 
method sensitivity. Second, although different models assume different onset 
times for the effect of different types of information, until now no method can 
actually track the onset times for syntactic and semantic effects. All researchers 
in the field assume that when certain effects are observed before the others, 
they have faster onsets. However, some effects like pragmatic or contextual 
influences may be based on more complex mechanisms and, hence, take more 
time to finish. It is possible that the observed advantage of syntactic influence es 
actually due to a combination of mechanisms involved. More specifically, the 
mechanism underlying the effect of syntax might be relatively simple and was 
therefore observed earlier than other effects. Third, all parsing models assume 
that a parser makes use of all types of information available to arrive at a final 
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parsing decision, and all models admit that the processing of different 
information is quite immediate. To distinguish among models, we must be able 
to predict vvhen the initial parsing process will finish and when the intervention of 
other information will begin. Unfortunately, no model is explicit enough to allow 
such clear quantitative predictions at the moment. It follows that the present 
evidence is still far from being able to distinguish among different models. 
Not only distinguishing among different models has been proved to be 
difficult, one may also worry about whether there is really some universal 
parsing strategies. Some recent studies indicated that parsing strategies may 
vary according to the structure of the sentence. Sentences with reduced 
relatives (RR) seem to be more resistant to contextual bias, while sentences 
with postnominal prepositional phrases (PP) are more susceptible to the 
influence of context. For example, Britt, Perfetti, Garrod and Rayner (1992) 
demonstrated that contextual information selectively affected the initial parsing 
decision for PP sentences but not RR sentences. They constructed materials 
with contextual biasing information that favored non-minimal attachment. These 
basing contexts did not affect the initial parsing decision of RR sentences like 3a 
& 3b. That is, the parser was garden-pathed in non-minimally attached 
sentences like 3b but not in minimally attached sentences like 3a. When the 
target was PP sentence like 4a & 4b, contextual information overrode the 
preference of minimal attachment and no garden-path effect was observed for 
both 4a & 4b. 
(3a) The coffee spilled on the rug and even marked the new wallpaper. 
(3b) The coffee spilled on the rug was difficult for her to conceal. 
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(4a) The boy hit the girl with the boomerang. 
(4b) The boy hit the girl with the smile. 
On the contrary, Ferreira and Glifton (1986) and Rayner, Garrod, and 
Perfetti (1992) failed to obtain the same contextual effect for PP sentences. After 
examining the materials used in different studies, Rayner et al. (1992) claimed 
that the observed discrepancies across different studies had been mainly due to 
different sentence structures used. In the Ferreira and Clifton, and the Rayner et 
al. study, the primary relationship of the prepositional phrase to the rest of the 
sentence was more argument like, while in Britt et al. study, the materials 
consisted primarily of non-arguments, or adjuncts of the verb. However, when 
sentences were presented in isolation, Clifton, Speer and Abney (1991) failed to 
find any first-pass reading time differences between arguments and adjuncts. It 
seems that when a post-verbal PP is an obligatory argument to the verb, its 
attachment to a consistent VP consistent will be high. When the post-verbal PP 
is an adjunct or non-argument, contextual information may have an immediate 
effect on the NP attachment. 
The exact status of arguments, non-arguments, and adjuncts in parsing is 
still unknown. Abney (1989) has proposed a parsing mechanism that follows a 
“prefer argument” principle when given a choice between an argument and an 
adjunct. Such a principle, unlike minimal attachment, involves specific lexical 
information in parsing decisions. Nevertheless, "prefer argument" alone cannot 
explain why RR sentences do not show the same argument preference. Perfetti 
(1990) has proposed a model that can accommodate the results by postulating 
different underlying mechanisms for the garden-path effects obtained in the two 
cases. According to his model, PP attachment decisions are more easily 
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influenced because they involved local attachments with a major constituent that 
are subject to guidance from referential and argument structure semantics. 
Reduced-relative effects, on the other hand, are more severe and less 
susceptible to context effects because they involve attachment decisions across 
a major constituent boundary that has been closed by a constituent building 
decision. Such decisions are not informed by argument structure, and referential 
semantics is therefore of limited use in RR sentences. 
In addition to PP sentences, the parsing of syntactic categories also 
follows strategies that are inconsistent with the garden-path model (Frazier & 
Rayner, 1987). For example, consider sentences like 5a and 5b: 
(5a) The warehouse fires numerous employees each year. 
(5b) The warehouse fires harm some employees each year. 
According to garden-path, the parser should employ a first analysis 
strategy that interprets the “warehouse” in both 5a & 5b as a noun and this, in 
turn, would iead to "fires” being categorized as a verb. As a result, garden-path 
effect should be observed in sentence 5b. However, results indicated that rather 
than following the first analysis strategy, the parser used a delay strategy which 
delayed its selection of an analysis until helpful disambiguating information was 
encountered. Fraizer and Rayner (1987) claimed that in circumstances where 
developing an analysis of input involves active computation of a representation 
(as computing syntactic structures), the language processor adopts the first 
analysis available. However, when multiple analyses of input are precomputed 
(i.e., stored in memory), the language processor may consider various 
alternatives. The language processor may consider various prestored 
alternative analyses of an input, but only compute ail the global structural 
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consequences of a single analysis when it has committed itself to a particular 
analysis of the ambiguous item. In sum, although explanations of the 
inconsistent findings for different sentence structures still need further 
verification, taken together, the above studies do suggest that there may be 
different parsing strategies underlining different sentence structures. 
In fact, it seems quite reasonable to believe that our information 
processing system will adapt to environmental needs and evolve different 
adaptive strategies in response to different environmental requirements. Given 
that different subclasses of language code and represent syntactic information 
in fundamentally different ways, it is difficult to believe that there could be any 
single, uniform process for decoding this information. As discussed above, even 
within a language, our processing strategy may still vary according to different 
linguistic structures. It follows that searching for a universal parsing mechanism 
may not be a realistic goal. At least, until we can have more insight concerning 
how different languages are processed and gradually build up a picture of what 
strategies and operations are unique to what languages and which of them are 
being shared with a wide range of other languages, it is premature to claim that 
a particular strategy is universal. Given that language specific properties may 
affect comprehension processes, the following section discusses certain 
language specific properties that may possibly affect the parsing process. I will 
also discuss how the study of Chinese helps us develop a more comprehensive 
view of the universal parsing process. 
Language Specific Properties and Parsing 
As discussed above, since language specific properties may affect how a 
sentence is parsed, the findings generated exclusively from English and/ or from 
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similar European languages may only indicate certain language specificity 
instead of the universal comprehension process. In fact, since words in 
alphabetic systems typically have inherently marked lexical categories and 
inflectional marking to indicate their syntactic role, most of the alphabetic words 
do contain rich (and usually redundant) information concerning their syntactic 
properties. Therefore, it seems intrinsically difficult for us to separate the 
influence of syntactic and semantic cues in these languages. The observed 
dominance of syntactic cue in parsing alphabetic language may just be an 
artifact of these language specific properties. As a result, English, like other 
alphabetic languages, may not be a good example if we want to investigate the 
relative influence of syntactic and semantic cues on parsing. Furthermore, as 
pointed out by Danks and Kurcz (1984), English is one of the languages that 
encode syntactic information primarily in terms of word order. It is probably why 
principles like minimal attachment and late closure will dominate in English, for 
both principles emphasis the role of a word's major syntactic category and word 
order in governing the initial parsing process. Therefore, using English as an 
example and generalizing the resuKs to other languages may not be very 
appropriate. 
To evaluate whether or not the observed dominance of syntactic cue in 
parsing alphabetic languages is an artifact of the language specific properties, 
cross-validation of the observations with different languages is therefore 
necessary. Among different languages, Chinese is perhaps a very suitable 
subject for cross-linguistic study. Radically different from other alphabetic 
languages, Chinese contains a number of unique and important properties that 
have been proved to have profound influence on various levels of language 
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processing (Ghen, 1992’ 1994). Since Chinese words generally have no 
inherently marked lexical categories and have no inflectional markings (Li & 
Thompson, 1981), various forms of semantic and syntactic information are likely 
to be carried by the context as a whole (Chen, 1992). The influence of syntactic 
and semantic cues should therefore be easier to separate in Chinese than in 
other alphabetic languages. Further, although word order is also important in 
Chinese, unlike English, it is much more versatile in Chinese than in English (Li 
& Thomson, 1981). lfconverging results can be observed in Chinese, we should 
have more confidence that such results will also be observed in other 
languages. 
The Present Study 
The present study is therefore dedicated to providing some preliminary 
findings on how syntactic and semantic information interact to achieve parsing 
decisions in Chinese. Three experiments were conducted and pronoun 
assignment was used to examine the effects of syntactic and semantic 
information on parsing. 
Pronoun resolution is the process by which a reader or a listener selects 
the appropriate coreferent for a pronoun. To complete pronoun assignment, a 
reader must access and integrate information from another portion of the text in 
order to select an antecedent that satisfies different syntactic and semantic 
constraints provided by the text. Coreferents can be located within the same 
sentence, or one to several sentences before the pronoun. By manipulating 
syntactic and semantic information before the pronoun, we can, therefore, 
understanding how parsing decision are made within and across sentences. 
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The literature has suggested that when possible antecedents of the 
pronoun are located at a long distance (several sentences) before the pronoun, 
late antecedents are usually accessed before the early ones (Ehrlich & Rayner, 
1983; O'Brien, 1987). On the other hand, when possible antecedents are 
located within the same sentence or the sentence just before the one containing 
the pronoun, a different strategy is employed. In this case, readers usually 
prefer to assign the pronoun to the first mentioned antecedent (the early 
antecedent) rather than the second mentioned antecedent (the late antecedent) 
(Crawley, Stevenson, & Kleinman, 1990; Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993; 
Gordon & Chan, 1995; Matthews & Chodorow, 1988). Therefore, structural 
principles like order of mentioning of the antecedent seem to play an important 
role in how a pronoun is assigned in short distance but not long distance. Since 
the processes involved in long distance pronoun assignment may be quite 
different from the one in short distance and the latter is more comparable with 
what have been done in the past concerning the parsing process, the following 
study investigated how a pronoun is assigned when the antecedent is located at 
a short distance before it. 
A small number of studies have been conducted in our laboratory to 
investigate short distance pronoun assignment. The general paradigm is shown 
below: 
(6a) /甲殺乙的時候，/他眞的害怕/事後會被人揭發，/但這慮憂現已消除了。/ 
(1) (2) ⑶ ⑷ 
(6b) /甲殺乙的時候，/他眞的害怕/生_就此完結’ /但這慮憂現已消除了。/ 
(1) (2) ⑶ （4) 
In this paradigm, as shown in sentences 6, the first phrase introduces two 
characters, one is the agent while the other is the patient of an action. These are 
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the potential antecedents for the pronoun. The critical pronoun is the subject of 
the second phrase and its identity is subsequently disambiguated semantically 
in the same sentence (region 3). There are two main versions of each passage. 
In one version, the disambiguating information favors the first mentioned 
antecedent (6a). In the other version, the disambiguating information favors the 
second mentioned antecedent (6b). The underlining rationale is that if the 
assigned coreferent is not the one being disambiguated in the disambiguating 
region, destruction of reading (starting at the disambiguating region) will occur 
and longer reading time will be observed. By measuring and accessing the 
reading time of each region, we can therefore figure out which antecedent is 
being assigned initially as the coreferent of the pronoun. 
Using such paradigm, Chen and Hung (1995) reported results that are 
consistent with the findings of English studies. There is a preference for the 
reader to assign the first mentioned antecedent as coreferent of the pronoun. In 
order to evaluate whether such first mentioning preference was due to the fact 
that first mentioned antecedent was located at the beginning of the passage, 
Chen and Hung introduced a third entity (which was an impossible coreferent of 
the pronoun) at the beginning of the first sentence and did the whole experiment 
again. Again, the first mentioning preference was observed. 
Like other studies in English, order of mentioning was always confounded 
with thematic role in the Chen and Hung (1995) study. We cannot tell whether 
order of mentioning or thematic role is more important in determining how a 
pronoun is assigned. A subsequent study conducted by Wong (1995) attempted 
to address this issue. In his study, instead of using antecedents with different 
thematic roles, two possible antecedents of the pronoun with equal thematic 
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status were introduced in the sentence/phrase before the pronoun containing 
sentence/phrase (as shown in sentence 7). 
(7) /昨天我到公園散步，見到一個老翁和小孩在玩耍，I他面露笑容，/ 
顯得十分和藹可親，/使公園內溢著一片天倫之樂。/ 
Again, first mentioning preference was observed. Therefore, in a null 
context (when thematic or other semantic bias is removed), structural criteria like 
order of mentioning do play a role in pronoun assignment. 
AKhough Wong's study suggests structural criteria may affect pronoun 
assignment, nevertheless, his study does not compare directly the effect of 
thematic role to order of mentioning. The present study, therefore, is dedicated 
to comparing the effects of various levels of semantic bias with structural bias on 
pronoun assignment. The first experiment compared possible effects of thematic 
role with those of order of mentioning. The second and third experiments 
compared possible effects of order of mentioning with local and global (topic 




Experiment 1 was designed to explore the interplay between thematic role 
and order of mentioning in Chinese pronoun assignment. 
The materials used were similar to those of Chen and Hung (1995).A third 
entity (which was an impossible coreferent ofthe pronoun) was introduced at the 
beginning of the first sentence. Two characters were then introduced, one was 
the thematic subject (i.e., agent) while the other was the thematic object (i.e., 
patient) of an action. These were the potential antecedents for the pronoun. The 
critical pronoun was the subject of the following phrase/ sentence and its identity 
was subsequently disambiguated semantically in the same sentence. The 
disambiguating information is always the name of the antecedent other than the 
coreferent of the pronoun (A pilot study indicated that when other semantic 
disambiguating information was used, the participant usually disagreed on 
assignment decision even when semantic information was strong enough to 
disambiguate the pronoun. However, when the name of the non-coreferent 
antecedent was used, a very consistent agreement was obtained). Furthermore, 
since Mitchell et al. (1992) have argued that contextual influences may vary 
according to the length of the ambiguous region, in the present study, we fixed 
the length of the ambiguous region. The disambiguating information is always 
located 4 or 5 characters after the pronoun. 
Four versions were constructed for each passage, they were (1) subject and 
first mentioned antecedent (S & F) version - in which the pronoun was 
disambiguated as the antecedent that was mentioned first and agreed with the 
subject role; (2) object and second mentioned antecedent (0 & S) version - in 
which the pronoun was disambiguated as the second mentioned antecedent and 
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agreed with the object role; (3) subject and second mentioned antecedent (S & S) 
- i n which the pronoun was disambiguated as the second mentioned antecedent 
and agreed with the subject role; (4) object and first mentioned antecedent (0 & 
F) version - in which the pronoun was disambiguated as the first mentioned 
antecedent and agreed with the object role. To separate possible effects of 
thematic role and order of mentioning, for versions (3) & (4), “bei” sentences 
were used to reverse the order of mentioning of the thematic subject and object 
in the phrase/ sentence previous to the pronoun. Examples of the four versions 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Different types of target passages used in Experiment 1 
1. “ S & F ” version: 
昨 天 ’ 我 看 到 • 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。憤怒的 
Yesterday,丨 saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Furious 
婆婆 斬死了 年輕的 媳婦。 眞 想不透 
mother-in-law stabbed to death youthful daughter-in-law. Really don1 understand 
/ m / 厘 / 包 / 事 跟 / 堕歷 /發生這樣大的 / w^ / 
I she / because / what / event with / dauahter-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
’ 竞導致 這宗慘案。 
, resul t ing in this tragedy. 
2. “ 0 & S” version: 
昨 天 ， 我 看 到 報紙 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。憤怒的 
Yesterday, I saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Furious 
婆婆 斬死了 年輕的 媳婦。 眞 想不透 
mother-in-law stabbed to death youthful daughter-in-law. Really dont understand 
/ m / 里 / 包 I 事 跟 / s i /發生這樣大的 / 1 ¾ / 
/she / because I what / event with / mother-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
Ciy (2) (3) (4) (5) 
, 竟導致 這宗慘案。 
, resul t ing in this tragedy. 
3. “S & S" version: 
昨 天 ’ 我 看 到 報紙 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。年輕的 
Yesterday,丨 saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Youthful 
媳婦 被 憤 怒 的 婆婆 斬死了。 眞 想不透 
daughter-in law by furious mother-in-law stabbed to death. Really don1 understand 
/ M ‘ a / M ‘ 事 跟 I _ /發生這樣大的 / 1 ¾ / 
/ she / because / what / event with / daughter-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
O T (2) W ⑷ （5) 
， 竞導致 這宗慘案。 
, result ing in this tragedy. 
4. “ 0 & F” version: 
昨 天 ’ 我 看 到 報紙 上干|』登了 一宗 家庭 慘案。年輕的 
Yesterday, I saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Youthful 
媳婦 被憤怒的 婆婆 斬死了。 眞 想不透 
daughter-in law by furious mother-in-law stabbed to death. Really don1 understand 
/ M / 里 / j 0 / 事 跟 / m m /發生這樣大的 / fig / 
/ she/ because / what / event with / mother-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
OT (2) W (4) (5) 
, 竟導致 這宗慘案。 
, result ing in this tragedy. 
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If pronoun assignment is governed by a structural principle, the target 
pronoun should be preferentially assigned to the first mentioned antecedent. 
Thus, subjects should take longer to read the disambiguating regions in versions 
2 & 3. On the other hand, ifthematic role is more important in governing pronoun 
resolution, relatively long reading times in the disambiguating region should be 
observed in 2 & 4 versions. 
The experiment was carried out with the modified moving window technique 
(Ghen, 1992). In this paradigm, the participant saw Chinese texts displayed on 
the computer screen one character at a time by moving an mouse horizontally. 
The display time of each individual character was recorded as the dependent 
variable. It has been shown that this modified procedure can resolve 
successfully the rate-limiting problem (see Chen, 1992). Furthermore, as the 
focus was on the initial pronoun assignment strategy, non^cumulative display 
was used and re-reading was not allowed. 
Method 
Participants. Sixteen undergraduate students at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong participated for research credit for an introductory psychology 
course. All of them were native Chinese speakers, with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. 
Apparatus. Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled by an 
IBM 486 compatible computer. All stimuli were presented on a multiscan colour 
monitor using the modified moving-window method. In this method, an 
mechanical mouse is linked to the computer to control for the stimulus 
presentation on the screen (see Chen, 1992). Participants viewed each 
successive character of a text presented in a spatially appropriate location on a 
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computer screen by moving a mouse from left-to-right. All Chinese characters 
were typed in the ET Chinese word processing system. They were converted 
into graphical codes and displayed in graphical format. Each character was 
composed of illuminated (white) dots against a dark background with a potential 
16x16 dot matrix, and was nearly square in shape. The experiment was 
conducted in a semidarkened and sound-proofed room to reduce glare on the 
computer screen and noise outside the room. 
Materials and Design. Twenty target passage frames were constructed. Four 
versions (as described above) for each passage frame were prepared. 
Therefore, totally 80 target passages were written. The target passages were 
sorted into four files with each passage frame being represented once in each 
file. Five target passages for each version were sorted into each file. Thus, in 
each file there were totally 20 target passages. The passages for a particular 
version in each file were counterbalanced across the four files. A further group 
of 38 passages was added to each file to serve as filler passages. The filler 
passages concerned different topics and their lengths varied. Eight out of the 38 
filler passages were used as practice passages. After presenting the 8 filler 
passages, the other 30 filler passages and 20 targets were presented in a 
random sequence. The same random sequence was used across the four files. 
In this experiment, each participant read one file of materials (totally 58 
passages were read by each participant) and each file was read by four 
participants. 
A true or false question was asked after the participant had finished 
reading each passage. Since past studies suggested that automatic processes 
may not always identify a unique referent for a pronoun (Greene, McKoon & 
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Ratcliff, 1992) and different task demands might affect how readers made use of 
different types of information to arrive at pronoun resolution (Garnham, Oakhill & 
Cruttenden, 1992). In order to focus participant's attention on pronoun 
resolution and access whether correct pronoun assignment was performed, for 
all target passages, the true or false question was always constructed to test 
whether the participants had made the right pronoun decision. 
Procedure. Participants were tested individually and given instructions at the 
beginning of the experiment. They were told that they would read a number of 
Chinese passages and the purpose of the experiment was to investigate 
comprehension processes in reading Chinese. The task was to read the 
passage carefully and to answer a comprehension question at the end of each 
passage. 
The onset of each experimental paragraph was initiated by pressing the 
"space bar" on the keyboard. Upon doing so, the screen would be filled with line 
segments and punctuation marks. The occurrence of characters was controlled 
by moving the mouse device horizontally from left-to-right. The position of the 
mouse was represented on the screen as a pointer under one certain line 
segment; a character corresponding to that position was displayed right above 
the line segment. The appearance of a character on the current line segment 
would result in the disappearance of the preceding character or punctuation. 
Participants were instructed to move the mouse to the starting position at the 
beginning of each passage. They proceeded by moving the mouse from left to 
right, reading at their own speed. At the end of a line or at the end of a page, a 
right-to-left return sweep was required to move the mouse to the horizontal 
beginning position. Subjects could then read characters in the next line or page. 
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Immediately after each text presentation, participants were tested for 
comprehension with true or false questions. Their responses were recorded by 
the experimenter sitting behind them. 
Results and Discussion 
Accuracy, Overall, 96% of questions of the filler passages were answered 
correctly and about 86% of questions of the target passages were answered 
correctly. The high percentage of correct answers revealed that the participants 
read and understood the sentences properly. However, lower correct 
percentage of the target passages suggested that deciding on the correct 
coreferent of a pronoun might not be an easy task . 
Mean Character Reading Times. For the purpose of analysis, the critical 
sentence was segmented into 5 regions (see Table 1 for examples). They are: 
(1)AMB - the critical pronoun (i.e., “他” / “她”)，also the beginning ofthe 
ambiguous regions. 
(2) A1 - the first word after the pronoun. 
(3) A2 - the second word after the pronoun. 
(4) DISAMB - the name of the non-coreferent that disambiguated the pronoun. 
(5) D-FIN - The last word before the punctuation of the critical sentence. 
In this experiment, comprehension questions not correctly answered 
resulted in the deletion of data associated with the corresponding passages. 
The mean character reading times of the regions for the four versions are shown 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Mean Character Reading Times (in ms) and SD for the Different 
Versions of Passages in Experiment 1 (SDs are given in parentheses) 
\ ^ — s | AMB ~ X ^ ~ ~ J ^ “ | D I S A M B | D-FIN 
vers/ons"^v^ 
S & F 349.35 372.17 373.3 339.83 337.47 
(136.34) (118.36) (116.66) (93.36) (114.87) 
0 & S 3627i 37ST07 3 8 2 ^ 412.13 353.21 
(150.54) (116.25) (89.55) (168.61) (121.41) 
S & S 379.79 390.61 388.23 415.49 333.7 
(94.49) (93.56) (96.34) (182.08) (106.08) 
0 & F 379.62 394.38 371.42 368.48 312.39 
(116.88) (132.43) (88.37) (119.01) (89.66) 
Since the main concern of this experiment is whether order of mentioning 
or thematic role affects reading times in the disambiguating region, the following 
analyses focus on this region only. Figure 1 summarizes the results of thematic 
role and order of mentioning in the "DISAMB" region. 
• First Mentioning Antecedent 
^ 450 r • Second Mentioning Antecedent 
M 
> w " 
I ^ ^ ^ 
400 - ^ ^ M ^ ^ H 
HJ • 
Subject Object 
Figure 1. Mean Character Reading Times for Different Versions of Passages 
at the Disambiguating Region in Experiment 1 
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The reading times of "DISAMB" region were entered into a 2x2 repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with order of mentioning and thematic 
role as fixed effects and materials as a random effect. Overall, thematic role had 
no effect on reading time, F( 1,15) = 1.28，MSe=1.994, p > .275. However, there 
was a significant effect of order of mentioning, F( 1,15) = 7.94，MSe=7,168, p 
< .013. The interaction between thematic role and order of mentioning failed to 
reach significance, F(1,15) > 1. Therefore, regardless of thematic role, reading 
destruction was observed when the coreferent of the pronoun was inconsistent 
with the first mentioned antecedent. 
Experiment 1 replicated the findings of Chen and Hung's (1995) 
experiment. When the disambiguating information is inconsistent with both the 
first mentioned antecedent and the subject role, reading destruction occurred at 
the point of disambiguation. Nevertheless, the results of Experiment 1 also 
suggest that such destruction effect is mainly ,if not wholly, due to order of 
mentioning instead of thematic role. Since neither the main effect of thematic 
role nor the interaction between thematic role and order of mentioning was 
significant, thematic role seems to play little role in regulating pronoun 
resolution. 
Nevertheless, the results of Experiment 1 do not necessarily indicate that 
pronoun assignment in Chinese is independent of semantic information. Since 
thematic role carry no specific semantic information directly implying who should 
be the coreferent of the pronoun, such bias may not be strong enough to 
override the structural bias. Therefore, in Experiment 2, the effect of semantic 
information was investigated by using semantic information that directly 
disambiguated the pronoun. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 
Experiment 2 was carried out to investigate whether semantically 
disambiguating information could override structural bias in pronoun resolution. 
One possible way to introduce explicit and direct semantic bias was to add an 
adjective which described a characteristic more likely to belong to one particular 
antecedent in front of the pronoun. However, it was argued that although placing 
an adjective in front of a noun v^as common, doing the same thing to a pronoun 
was very unusual (see, e.g.,黃，1989). Nevertheless, Wong (1995) 
demonstrated that there was still a high degree of readability and 
understandabiIity for sentences with an adjective in front of the pronoun. As a 
result, an adjective that served as disambiguating semantic bias was introduced 
in front of the pronoun in the present experiment. 
The design and materials used in this experiment were the same as those 
in Experiment 1 except that we modified the pronoun by adding a 
disambiguating adjective in front of the pronoun. The adjective was always 
biased to the antecedent which was consistent with the disambiguating 
information introduced later. The adjectives used to disambiguate the early and 
late antecedent were matched in length. Examples of the materials used are 
shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Different types of target passages used in Experiment 2 
1. “S & F" version: 
昨 天 ， 我 看 到 ^ 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。憤怒的 . 
YestenJay, I saw newspaper on reported acase of familial tragedy. Furious 
婆婆 斬死了 年輕的 媳婦‘ 眞 想不透 
mother-in-law stabbed to death youthful daughter-in-law. Really dont understand 
年 老 的 / 迪 / 里 / 包 / 事 跟 / • / 發 生 這 樣 大 的 / 藍 塞 I 
elderly I she I because / what / event with / daughter-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
⑴ (2) ⑶ ⑷ （5) 
. 竟導致 這 宗 慘 案 ’ 
, result ing in this tragedy. 
2. “ 0 & S” version: 
昨 天 ， 我 看 到 • 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。憤怒的 
Yesterday,丨 saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Furious 
婆婆 斬死了 年輕的 媳婦‘ 眞 想不透 
mother-in-law stabbed to death youthful daughter-in-law. Really don1 understand 
年 輕 的 / 迆 I 里 / 包 / 事 跟 / 璧鎏 /發生這樣大的 / • / 
youthful FsUe / be^use / what / event with / mother-in-law I caused this deep / conflict / 
(1) (2) ⑶ （4) (5) 
, 竟導致 這宗慘案。 
,result ing in this tragedy. 
3. “S & S” version: 
昨 天 ， 我 看 到 報紙 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。年輕的 
Yesterday, I saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Youthful 
媳婦 被憤怒的 婆婆 斬死了。 眞 想不透 
daughter-in law by furious mother-in-law stabbed to death. Really don1 understand 
年 老 的 / 塑 / a / H / 事 跟 / m m /發生這樣大的 / fiS / 
elderly I she / because / what / event with I daughter-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
(1) (2) ⑶ ⑷ （5) 
, 竟導致 這宗慘案。 
,result ing in this tragedy. 
4. " 0 & F” version: 
昨 天 ’ 我 看 到 報紙 上 刊 登 了 一宗 家庭 慘案。年輕的 
Yesterday,丨 saw newspaper on reported a case of familial tragedy. Youthful 
媳婦 被憤怒的 婆婆 斬死了。 眞 想不透 
daughter-in law by furious mother-in-law stabbed to death. Really don1 understand 
年輕的 / m / a / M / 事 跟 / 婆璧 /發生這樣大的 / • / 
youthful I she / because / what / event with / mother-in-law / caused this deep / conflict / 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
， 竟導致 這宗慘案。 
,result ing in this tragedy. 
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If semantic information does play a role in governing how a pronoun is 
assigned, the reading destruction observed in Experiment 1 should not be 
observed in this experiment. On the other hand, if semantic information does not 
play any role in initial pronoun resolution, same results as in Experiment 1 
should be observed. 
Method 
Participants, The participants were 16 undergraduate students at Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. None of them had participated in Experiment 1. They 
were native Chinese speakers and they took part in the experiment to fulfill the 
requirement of the course General Psychology. 
Materials and Design. The design and materials used in this experiment were 
the same as Experiment 1 except that 20 modified target passages were used in 
this experiment. 
Apparatus and Procedures. The apparatus and the procedure were 
essentially the same as that used in Experiment 1. 
Results and Discussion 
Accuracy. Similar to Experiment 1, high percentage of correct response was 
obtained indicating that participants did pay attention to the passages in this 
experiment: 98% of questions of the filler passages were answered correctly 
and about 89% of questions of the target passages were answered correctly. 
Mean Character Reading Time. For the purpose of analysis, the critical 
sentence was segmented into 5 regions. The segmentation was the same as in 
Experiment 1. Examples of segmentation are shown in Table 3. 
Again, in this experiment, comprehension questions not correctly 
answered resulted in the deletion of data associated with corresponding 
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passages. The mean character reading times of different regions for the four 
versions of passages are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Mean Character Reading Times (in ms) and SD for the Different 
Versions of Passages in Experiment 2 
• \ ^ — s | A M B ~ ~ A ^ ~ ” J a ~ D I S A M B D-FIN 
vers/bns^v^ 
S X p 324.65 369.58 349.51 335.44 268.21 
(83.29) (112.72) (104.46) (123.53) (69.19) 
0 & S S Z ^ 363.69 359.94 342.01 299.84 
C73.03) (118.15) C71.78) (94.24) C76.48) 
S & S 312.3 383.48 338.38 359.08 282.02 
(109.66) (175.37) (102) (112.4) (81.87) 
0 & F 3 3 0 ^ 3 5 7 l 339.85 318.31 280.57 
(123.59) (134.32) (94.26) (54.49) (71.02) 
To evaluate whether the effect of order of mentioning was still present, analyses 
were performed on the “DISAMB” region. Figure 2 summarize the results. 
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4的 • First Mentioning Antecedent 
i • Second Mentioning Antecedent 
1 •a 
.浮 _ 
1 350 - | H | 
LU^ ^ 
Subject Object 
Figure 2. Mean Character Reading Times for Different Versions ofPassages 
at the Disambiguating Region in Experiment 2 
The reading times of the “DISAMB” regions were entered into a 2x2 
repeated-measures analysis ofvariance (ANOVAs) with order of mentioning and 
thematic role as fixed effects and materials as a random effect. Thematic role 
had no effect on reading time, F( 1,15) < 1. However, the effect of order of 
mentioning was significance, F( 1,15) = 4.93, MSe=1,818, p < .042. The 
interaction between thematic role and order of mentioning failed to reach 
significant, F(1,15) < 1. Again, regardless of thematic role, reading destruction 
was observed when the coreferent of the pronoun is inconsistent with the first 
mentioned antecedent. 
Although the first mentioning preference was observed in both 
Experiments 1 and 2，the effect size of order of mentioning seemed to be smaller 
in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. In order to evaluate whether or not such 
observed difference was significant, the data of Experiments 1 and 2 were 
combined and analyzed together. A 2x2 ANOVA was performed on the 
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"DISAMB" region. In this analysis, experiment acted as a between subject factor, 
while both order of mentioning and the interaction between order of mentioning 
and experiment acted as within subject factors. Consistent with the above 
analyses, the effect of order of mentioning was significant, F( 1,30) = 12.36, 
MSe=4,493, p < .001. However, both the main effect of experiment and the 
interaction between experiment and order of mentioning were not significant. 
The F values were F( 1,30) = 1.31, MSe=50,011, p > .26 and F( 1,30) = 2.31， 
MSe=4,493, p > .139, respectively. If the reader did take into account the 
semantic disambiguating information in arriving at the pronoun resolution, the 
effect of order of mentioning observed in Experiment 1 should disappear or at 
least be diminished. However, the same first mentioning preference was 
observed in Experiment 2. Furthermore, since the interaction between 
experiment and order of mentioning failed to reach significance, there is no 
conclusive evidence in supporting that the semantic disambiguating information 
diminishes the effect of order of mentioning. 
Even if we accept that there was a decrease in effect size of order of 
mentioning in Experiment 2, it is still uncertain whether or not such a change 
was caused by the semantic bias. Since the introduction of disambiguating 
information also increased the physical distance between the pronoun and the 
possible antecedents, the decrease in structural influence might have been 
caused by the increase in physical distance instead of an immediate semantic 
influence provided by the disambiguating information. The reader might have 
forgotten the exact order of the two antecedents when they encountered the 
pronoun, as they had to wait for a longer time to read the pronoun. In fact, Wong 
(1995) demonstrated that mere increase in physical distance would result in 
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disappearance of structural influence. The observed decrease in effect of order 
of mentioning might have possibly been caused by the increase in physical 
distance between the antecedents and the pronoun instead ofthe modulation by 
the semantic disambiguation. Therefore, consistent with syntax-first models, the 
present results suggest that there is a preference for structural information in 
governing initial pronoun resolution. Furthermore, it is unlikely that such initial 
decision would be modulated by local semantic information. 
Although Experiment 2 suggests that local semantic disambiguating 
information does not alter initial pronoun resolution, it is uncertain whether 
pronoun resolution is affected by contextual bias. It is possible that the absence 
of semantic influence in Experiment 2 was due to the fact that the reader did not 
have enough time to process the disambiguating information and was therefore 
unable to make use of such information to identify the pronoun. Experiment 3 
was therefore carried out to investigate whether pronoun resolution would be 
affected by contextual bias. 
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Experiment 3 
This experiment examined the relative importance of structural and 
contextual bi3ses in pronoun 3ssignment. Gontextu3l bi3s was induced by 
introducing a topic to the passage. Gertain linguists have argued that Chinese is 
a topic-prominent language (Li & Thompson, 1981). Under normal discourse, 
detailed information concerning the common background of a conversation is 
usually omitted. In order to communicate properly, both the speaker and the 
listener depend heavily on their shared understanding of the discourse topic to 
integrate and complete the conversation. If this is true, we would expect that 
readers may tend to identify the pronoun as the antecedent that is consistent 
with the discourse topic. Therefore, by introducing a discourse topic that favors 
one particular antecedent over the other and examining whether there is a 
preference for readers to identify the pronoun with the antecedent that is most 
consistent with the discourse topic, we can determine whether discourse topic 
may affect pronoun assignment. 
The materials in this experiment were similar to those of Experiment 1. 
However, instead of introducing a third entity at the beginning of the first 
sentence, two or three sentences were used to introduce a topic at the 
beginning of the passage. The topic introduced is one of the two possible 
antecedents of the pronoun. Then, two possible antecedents of the pronoun 
w®re introduced, one was the agent while the other was the patient of an action. 
The critical pronoun was then introduced and its identity was subsequently 
disambiguated semantically in the same sentence. 
Four versions were constructed in the experiment, including (1)topic and 
first mentioned antecedent (丁 & F) version - in which the topic was the first 
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mentioned antecedent (and also the subject) of the phrase I sentence immediate 
before the critical pronoun. The pronoun v/as disambiguated as the antecedent 
that agrees with both the topic and the first mentioned antecedent ； (2) non-topic 
and second mentioned antecedent (NT & S) version - in which the topic was the 
first mentioned antecedent (and also the subject) of the phrase I sentence 
immediately before the critical pronoun. The pronoun was disambiguated as the 
antecedent that was inconsistent with both the topic and the first mentioned 
antecedent; (3) topic and second mentioned (T & S) version - in which the topic 
was not the first mentioned antecedent (and also not the subject) of the phrase I 
sentence immediately before the critical pronoun. The pronoun was 
disambiguated as the antecedent that agreed with the topic and second 
mentioned antecedent; (4) non-topic and first mentioned antecedent (NT & F ) -
in which the topic was not the first mentioned antecedent (and also not the 
subject) of the phrase / sentence immediately before the critical pronoun. The 
pronoun was disambiguated as the antecedent that was inconsistent with the 
topic but consistent with the first mentioned antecedent. Examples of the four 
versions are shown below: 
Table 5. Different types of target passages used in Experiment 3 
1 . “ T & F ” version: 
何 伯 是 個 消 防 員 ， 年多前 退休 後， 
Mr. Ho was a fireman, more than a year ago retired after, 
何 伯 便 開 始 幫 人 塡寫 六合彩 賺 取 外 快 。 上 星 期 ’ 
Mr. Ho started for people filling in Mark Six tickets earning money. Last week, 
何 伯 幫 一 個 司 機 塡寫了 一份 六合彩， 
Mr. Ho for a driver filled in one Mark Six ticket. 
/ 迆 / 二 / m / 便知那 / a s I是個運氣很好的/ A /， 
/ He / firet / sight / could tell the / driver / was a lucky / person / : 
(1) (2) ⑶ "“^ (5) 
那張 六合彩 一定 能中獎。 
that Mark Six ticket had to be the winning one. 
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2. "NT & S" version: 
何伯 m m 消防員， 年多前 退休 後， 
Mr. Ho was a fireman, more than a year ago retired after, 
何 伯 便 開 始 幫 人 塡寫 六 ㈱ 賺 取 外 快 。 ± M M , 
Mr. Ho started for people filling in Mark Six tickets earning money. Last week, 
何 伯 幫 一 個 司 機 塡寫了 一份 六合彩， 
Mr. Ho for a driver filled in one Mark Six ticket. 
/ 迆 / 二 / 置 / 便知那 / 包 迫 / 是 個 運 氣 很 好 的 / A / , 
/ He I fust / siQht / could tell the / Mr. Ho / was a lucky / person / ； 
(1) (2) ⑶ （4) (5) 
那張 六 ㈱ 一定 能中獎。 
that Mark Six ticket had to be the winning one. 
3. “丁 & S" version (in which the first mentioning antecedent disagrees with the 
topic of the passages): 
何 伯 是 個 消 防 員 ， 年多前 退休 後’ 
Mr. Ho was a fireman, more than a year ago retired after, 
何 伯 便 開 始 幫 人 塡寫 六合彩 賺 取 外 快 。 上 星 期 ， 
Mr. Ho started for people filling in Mark Six tickets eaming money. Last week, 
一 個 司 機 請 何伯 塡寫了 一份 六合彩’ 
a driver asked Mr. Ho fiiled in one Mark Six ticket. 
/ 迆 / 二 / 置 / 便知那 / EM ‘ 是 個 運 氣 很 好 的 I A / ’ 
/ He / fn^ / sight / couid tell the / driver / was a lucky / person / ； 
(1) (2) ⑶ （4) (5) 
那張 六 — 一定 能中獎。 
that Mark Six ticket had to be the winning one. 
4. “NT & F” version (in which the first mentioning antecedent disagrees with the 
topic of the passages): 
何 伯 是 個 消 防 員 ， 年多前 退休 後， 
Mr. Ho was a fireman, more than a year ago retired after, 
何 伯 便 開 始 幫 人 塡寫 六合彩 賺 取 外 快 。 上 星 期 ， 
Mr. Ho started for people filling in Mark Six tickets eaming money. Last week, 
一 個 司 機 請 何伯 塡寫了 一份 六合彩， 
a driver asked Mr. Ho filled in one Mark Six ticket. 
/ 迆 / 二 / 置 / 便知那 / _ / 是 個 運 氣 很 好 的 / A / , 
/ He / fU^ / sight / could tell the / Mr. Ho / was a lucky / DersoA / ； 
⑴ (2) ⑶ n ^ T (5) 
那張 A ^ 一定 能中獎》 
that Mark Six ticket had to be the winning one. 
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If structural influence was more important than contextual influence, 
participants should take longer to read the disambiguating regions in versions 2 
& 3. On the other hand, if thematic role was more important in governing 
pronoun resolution, reading destruction should be observed in versions 2 & 4. 
Method 
Participants. The participants were 20 undergraduate students at Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. None of them had participated in Experiments 1 and 2. 
They were native Chinese speakers and they took part in the experiment to fulfill 
the requirement of the course General Psychology. 
Materials and Design. The design and materials used in this experiment were 
the same as in Experiment 1 except that 20 new target passages were created 
for this experiment. Furthermore, instead of asking only one true or false 
question for each passage, two true or false questions were asked in this 
experiment. For the target passages, one true or false question concerning the 
characteristic of the topic (in order to draw the participant's attention to the topic 
of the sentence), while the other one tested whether the participant had correctly 
assigned the pronoun. 
Apparatus and Procedures. The apparatus and procedure were essentially 
the same as those used in Experiment 1. 
Results and Discussion 
Accuracy. Similar to Experiments 1 and 2, high percentage of correct answer 
was obtained in this experiment. The correct percentage of filler passages and 
target passages were 92% and 82%, respectively. 
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Mean Character Reading Time. Again, for the purpose of analysis, the target 
sentences were segmented into 5 regions. The segmentation was similar to that 
of Experiment 1. Examples of the segmentation are shown in Table 5. 
Like Experiments 1 and 2, comprehension questions not correctly 
answered resulted in the deletion of data associated with the corresponding 
passages. The mean character reading times of different regions for the four 
versions are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6. Mean Character Reading Times (in ms) and SD for the Different 
Versions of Passages in Experiment 3 
\ ^ — | AMB ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ^ ~ ~ | D I S A M B | D-FIN 
vers/ons^ v^ ,^ ^^  
T & F 277.89 294.64 292.29 3 3 7 ^ 283.29 
(88.45) (86.51) (98.52) (113.1) (84.49) 
N T & S 315.13 297.47 299.89 342.57 304.27 
(129.58) (112.75) (118.79) (106.18) (103.65) 
T & S 319.1 323.59 296.41 336.07 258.35 
(130.34) (135.38) (114.76) (115.96) (103.36) 
N T & F 310.56 303.73 288.13 3 ^ 8 5 307.31 
(87.05) (84.52) (277.4) (90.23) (113.4) 
Like Experiments 1 and 2, analyses focused on the "DISAMB” region in this 
experiment. Figure 3 summarizes the results at the "DISAMB” region. 
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Figure 3. Mean Character Reading Times for Different Versions of Passages 
at the Disambiguating Region in Experiment 3 
Reading times in the “DISAMB” region were entered into a 2x2 repeated-
measures ANOVA with order of mentioning and discourse topic as fixed effects 
and materials as a random effect. Like Experiments 1 and 2, discourse topic had 
no effect on reading time, F( 1,19) < 1. However, the effect of order of 
mentioning was quite ambiguous. Although repeated measure T-test indicated a 
significant difference between the first and second mentioned antecedent when 
the pronoun was disambiguated as the non-topic antecedent [t(1,19) = 2.09, 
Mse=10.86, p < .05], the overall effect of order of mentioning was not significant, 
F( 1,19) < 1. The interaction between thematic role and order of mentioning also 
failed to reach significance, F(1,19) < 1. In conclusion, although Experiment 3 
provided no evidence supporting that contextual bias may affect initial pronoun 
resolution, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, Experiment 3 also failed to demonstrate 
a consistent effect of order of mentioning. 
Comparing the materials used in Experiments 1,2 and 3, the sentence 
structures of the "S & F” and “ 0 & S” versions of Experiments 1 and 2 are very 
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similar to the sentence structures used in Experiment 3 except that a topic was 
introduced at the beginning of each passage in Experiment 3. If topic does not 
affect pronoun resolution, we should expect the same first mentioning 
preference in Experiment 3. However, the present experiment failed to produce 
a consistent pattern of first mentioning preference. One possible reason for this 
inconsistency may have to do with repeated exposure of the topic name. When 
the two possible antecedents were introduced in Experiment 3, unlike 
Experiments 1 and 2, the name of the antecedent that agreed with the topic had 
already appeared once or twice. Therefore, when the reader came across the 
sentence or phrase in which the two possible antecedents were introduced, they 
might overlook and paid little attention to the topic name. For example, when the 
reader read the sentence “何伯幫一個司機塡寫了一份六合彩”，he/she might 
overlook “何{白” in the sentence because this name had appeared twice in the 
passage. If the coreferent of the pronoun turned out to be the topic of the 
passage (as in the cases of the "T & F” and “T & S” versions), the reader might 
have difficulty in identifying the pronoun. It is because in pronoun assignment, 
the reader has to recognize that “何{白” is one of the two possible antecedents 
appeared before. Since the name “何{白” had appeared more than one time in 
the passage, if the reader did not play much attention to the particular “何{白” in 
the sentence “何伯幫一個司機塡寫了一份六合彩”，interference among different 
“何{白” in the passage would make the identification of the particular “何{白” in the 
above sentence more difficult • Therefore, the reader should take longer to read 
the disambiguating region when the coreferent was also the topic of the passage 
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(i.e.,何伯）because he/she had to verify that “何伯” was really one of the two 
possible antecedents. Similar phenomenon has been reported in repetition 
blindness (Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher & Potter, 1990 )• When the reader saw 
the same word or character twice in a sentence, he/she usually paid little 
attention to the second word or character and reported that they had not seen 
the second word or character in the sentence at all. In sum, when the coreferent 
is also the topic of the passage, repeated exposure of the topic name may 
confound with order of mentioning and affect reading time in the disambiguating 
region. 
In order to verify whether participants in Experiment 3 did overlook the 
topic name when two possible antecedents were introduced, the mean character 
reading times of the name ofthe possible antecedents in Experiments 1, 2 and 3 
were compared. The data are shown in Table 7. 
Repeated measure T-tests were performed on each experiment to see 
whether there is any difference in mean character reading time between the two 
possible antecedents. Significant difference was only observed for the "T & F” 
and "NT & S" versions in Experiment 3, t (1,19) = 2.19, p < .041. The reading 
time was shorter in the “T & F" version than the “NT & S” version. That is, 
repeated exposure did affect the reading time of the topic name. However, this 
phenomenon of repeated exposure only occurred when the topic name was also 
the subject (and local topic) of the sentence as in the "T & F” version. When the 
topic name was the object (and not the local topic) of the sentence as in the “T & 
S" version, the phenomenon disappeared. The differential effect of repeated 
exposure of the topic name in Experiment 3 is possibly due to the change of 
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local topic. In the “T & F” version, the local topic of the sentence “何{白幫一個司 
機塡寫了一份六^8^” was consistent with the global topic of the passage and, 
therefore, it was easier for the reader to incorporate the topic name “何{白” into 
the preceding text. However, in the “T & S” version, this advantage disappeared 
because the local topic had been changed when the possible antecedents were 
introduced. Therefore the reading time of the topic name in the “丁 & F” version 
was shorter than the other versions. 
Table 7. Mean Character Reading Times (in ms) and SD of the Name of the 
Possible Antecedents in Experiment 1, 2 and 3 
Subject Object 
"S & F” and “0 & S” versions s e H i 372：05 
in Experiment 1 (94.21) 026.04) 
"S & F" and " 0 & S" versions 335.59 33087 
in Experiment2 (89.i) (^5.02) 
"T & F” and "NT & S” versions 284?f9 z ^ T ^ 
in Experiment 3 「7.235) (96.8¾ 
“T & S” and "NT & F" versions 315.09 a T ^ 
in Experiment 3 (88.33) (81.66) 
Examining the reading times in the “DISAMB” region, consistent with the 
above analyses, it can be observed that the reading time of the "T & F" version 
was higher than expected. Possibly, repeated exposure of the topic name had 
canceled out the effect of order of mentioning in the “丁 & F" version. Therefore, 
there was no significant difference between the "T&F” and the "T & S” version. 
Although topic did not affect reading time in the "DISAMB" region, it is 
interesting to note that topic did affect the reading time in the "D-FIN" region. A 
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2x2 repeated measure analysis of variance indicated that there was a significant 
topic effect in the "D-FIN" region, F( 1,19) = 4.46, MSe=5,479, p < .048. The 
reader took longer to read the "D-FIN" region when the pronoun was 
inconsistent with the topic. The effect of order of mentioning and the interaction 
between topic and order of mentioning were not significant. The F values were 
F( 1,19) = < 1 and F{ 1,19) < 1, respectively, in the “NT & F” and the "NT & S” 
version, since the pronoun was inconsistent with the topic, the local topic of the 
critical sentence was therefore inconsistent with the overall discourse topic. As 
overall text integration usually occurs at the end of a sentence, this result 
indicates that although topic does not affect pronoun resolution, it may affect the 
overall integration of the passage. 
In conclusion, consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, Experiment 3 failed to 
find any semantic influence on pronoun resolution. Furthermore, although topic 




The main propose of the present study is to explore the interplay between 
syntactic and semantic information during Chinese text processing. The results 
of Experiments 1 and 2 show that pronoun assignment in Chinese is made on 
purely structural bases without reference to semantic information. Although the 
effect of order of mentioning in Experiment 3 is not very clear^ut, overall, there 
is no evidence that pronoun assignment is moderated by contextual bias. 
Contextual bias, like discourse topic, only affects overall text integration at the 
end of the sentence instead of governing immediate pronoun resolution. 
Considerable effort has been devoted to the study of the language 
comprehension processes. A lot of models have been proposed to account for 
the inconsistency or contradictory findings obtained in past studies. Underlying 
many of these models is an unstated assumption that language comprehension 
processes are universal. Over the last few years, much evidence has suggested 
that certain observed phenomena are really caused by language specific 
properties instead of general language-independent feature of human cognition. 
For example, it has been shown that there are cross-linguistic differences in the 
cues people use to interpret internally inconsistent sentences. English speakers 
tend to place more emphases on word order, while Italians rely more on noun-
verb agreement and Germans are strongly influenced by noun-animacy cues 
(Bates, MacWhinney, Caselli, Devescovi’ Natale, & Venza, 1984; MacWhinney, 
Bates, & Kliegl, 1984; McDonald, 1987). Given that Chinese is a language that 
depends heavily on contextual cues for comprehension (Chen, 1992), if 
language specific properties do affect parsing decision, semantic influence 
should be obtained in the present study. Nevertheless, inconsistent with our 
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intuition, the present study provides no evidence for such semantic influence. 
On the contrary, the overall results are most compatible with syntax-first models. 
The findings show that semantic information is ignored in pronoun resolution, 
even if this information becomes available (as showed by Experiment 3) well 
before the point at which it could be useful for ambiguity resolution. Perhaps 
there are really some universal human mechanisms for higher level 
comprehension processes, such as parsing. 
Similar findings have also been reported in certain recent studies. For 
example, Chen and Hung (1995) found that although participants were sensitive 
to trivial contextual cues in accomplishing the pronoun resolution in an off-line 
sentence completion task, on-line study indicated that pronoun resolution was 
only affected by structural factors. Crawley, Stevenson and Kleinman (1990) 
conducted two experiments in which participants were asked to indicate 
explicitly whom they considered to be the antecedent of the pronoun after 
reading an ambiguous pronoun. Their results also failed to demonstrate any 
contextual influence on pronoun resolution. Rather, English readers preferred to 
assign the pronoun to the first antecedent even in an off-line task. In an on-line 
study using the paradigm of repeated name penalty, Gordon and Scearce (1995) 
also found that semantic disambiguating information immediately before a 
pronoun did not affect initial pronoun resolution in English. This evidence 
suggests that parsing, or at le3st pronoun assignment, in both Chinese and 
English is quite insensitive to semantic biases. 
Although the present study provides evidence in support of the notion that 
initial pronoun resolution is based strictly on structural factors such as order of 
mentioning, it is not necessarily true that all other syntactic ambiguities in 
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Chinese are resolved by the same context-independent mechanism. The results 
of the present study are restricted to just one form of syntactic ambiguity and 
there is no watertight case for generalizing these findings to the other structures. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, research in English has indicated that the 
parsing process may vary according to different sentence structures. To verify 
whether the structurally based parsing mech3nism observed in the present 
study is universal or not, more cross-linguistic research on diff6rent sentence 
structures should be conducted. 
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